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Abstract. Password-Authenticated Key Establishment (PAKE) proto-
cols allow two parties, to share common secret keys in an authentic
manner based on an easily memorizable password. At ICCSA 2004, an
improved PAKE protocol between two clients of different realms was
proposed that was claimed to be secure against attacks including the
replay attack. In this paper, we cryptanalyze this protocol by showing
two replay attacks that allow an attacker to falsely share a secret key
with a legal client.
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1 Introduction

Authenticated key exchange (AKE) protocols allow two parties, say a client and
a server, to share a common secret key for subsequent communication sessions
between them. Further, password-authenticated key exchange (PAKE) proto-
cols allow for the use of a password for authentication, and is desirable since a
password is easier to memorize compared to a secret value.

Due to diverse communication environments where clients from one envi-
ronment (realm) wish to communicate with clients from other realms, Byun et
al. presented at ICICS ’02 [2] a PAKE protocol allowing two clients with dif-
ferent passwords and who are in different realms to securely establish a secret
key between them. This was called the C2C-PAKE protocol. However, Chen
[3] showed that the C2C-PAKE protocol is insecure against a dictionary attack
by a malicious server in a different realm. Similarly, Wang et al. at ACNS ’04
[9] presented three different dictionary attacks on the same protocol. Further,
at ICCSA ’04 [4], Kim et al. showed that the C2C-PAKE scheme is vulnerable
to a Denning-Sacco-style attack where the attacker is an insider with knowl-
edge of the password of a client in a different realm. Kim et al. also proposed
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an improved C2C-PAKE protocol that was claimed to be secure against their
Denning-Sacco-style attack, Chen’s attack, and replay attacks in general.

In this paper, we present two attacks on Kim et al.’s improved C2C-PAKE
protocol. Our attacks do not require any knowledge of passwords, and therefore
does not require the attacker to be an insider, hence they can be mounted by any
attacker. Surprisingly, the original C2C-PAKE protocol as proposed by Byun et
al. is not vulnerable to our attacks. In “improving” the original C2C-PAKE
protocol, Kim et al. have caused the protocol to be even more insecure. This
suggests that simply fixing protocols for resistance against known attacks does
not always guarantee a more secure variant.

Note that our attacks on Kim et al.’s improved protocol are different from
previous ones [3, 4, 9] on Byun et al.’s original protocol, in that we mount
unknown key-share attacks such that an authorized party is falsely led to believe
that he is sharing a key with another authorized party when in fact he is sharing
it with the attacker. Meanwhile, the previous attacks mount dictionary attacks
to recover the passwords.

Designing efficient and secure key exchange protocols need extra care due to
the stringent security requirements. Over the past years, many protocols have
been proposed and many have been easily broken and re-designed time and again.
Among others, some recent cryptanalyses of PAKE protocols include [1, 5–8].

1.1 Some Common Attacks

We list some common attacks that PAKE protocols should generally be resistant
to, and security requirements that they should have.

Dictionary attack: Originally, a dictionary attack is a password guessing tech-
nique in which the adversary attempts to determine a user’s password by
successively trying words from a dictionary (a compiled list of likely pass-
words) in the hope that one of these password guesses will be the user’s actual
password. This attack can be performed in online mode (trying successive
passwords until a login is successful) or off-line mode (hashing or encrypting
a dictionary of words and looking for any matches in a copied system file of
hashed or encrypted user passwords). Informally, in the scenario of PAKE
protocols, we say that a protocol is secure against off-line dictionary attacks
if an adversary who obtains all the communication data between the client
and the server is unable to carry out the dictionary attack to obtain the
client’s password. This can be achieved if and only if there is no verifiable
ciphertext based on a human-memorizable password in the protocol run.

Unknown key-share attack: This is a type of replay attack where a party A
believes that she shares a key with another party B upon completion of a
protocol run (this is in fact the case), but B falsely believes that the key is
instead shared with a party E �= A.

Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack: An attack where the adversary is able
to read, and possibly modify at will, messages between two parties without
letting either party know that they have been attacked.
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Forward secrecy: If long-term private keys of one or more parties are com-
promised, the secrecy of previously established session keys should not be
affected.

Key-compromise impersonation resilience: The compromise of any
party’s (client or server) secret should not enable the adversary to imper-
sonate any other parties.

2 The C2C-PAKE Protocols Due to Kim et al. [4]

Throughout this paper, we will use the following notations:

A, B The clients
IDi Client i’s identity
pwi Client i’s human-memorizable password

KDCi The key distribution center which stores the client i’s identity (IDi)
and password (pwi)

K The symmetric secret key shared between different KDCs
Ei(·) Symmetric encryption using the secret key, i

p, q Sufficiently large primes such that q|p − 1
g The generator of a finite subgroup, G of Z∗

p of order q
Hi A cryptographic hash function

Henceforth, all the operations are done under modulo p, except operations in
the exponents, and all protocols are based on the Diffie-Hellman (DH) assump-
tion.

For simplicity, we depict in Figure 1 the improved C2C-PAKE protocol pro-
posed by Kim et al. in [4]. Basically, this protocol involves nine steps as follows:

1. A, who wishes to initiate a secret communication session by generating a
new session key with B in different realm, selects a random number x ∈ Z∗

p

and computes M1 = EpwA(gx). Then, A sends 〈M1, IDA, IDB〉 to KDCA.
2. Based on IDA from the received message, KDCA can retrieve pwA from the

database. Hence, only KDCA can decrypt M1 to recover gx. KDCA selects
r ∈ Z∗

p at random and computes T icketB = EK(gx·r, gr, IDA, IDB, L)
where L is T icketB’s lifetime. Then, KDCA replies 〈IDA, IDB, T icketB, L〉
to A.

3. Upon receiving the message, A forwards 〈IDA, T icketB〉 to B.
4. B chooses a random number y ∈ Z∗

p and computes M2 = EpwB (gy). Then,
B sends 〈IDA, IDB, T icketB, M2〉 to KDCB.

5. KDCB decrypts T icketB to verify the received message (i.e., IDA,IDB and
L). KDCB also computes and sends 〈gx·r·r′, gr·r′〉 back to B, where r′ ∈ Z∗

p

is randomly selected.
6. B computes cs = H1(gx·y·r·r′), gr·r′·y and M3 = Ecs(ga). Next, B sends

〈M3, g
r·r′·y〉 to A.
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7. A can also compute cs with the knowledge of x and the received gr·r′·y.
Hence, he can obtain ga by decrypting M3 with cs. Then, A chooses a random
b ∈ Z∗

p , and computes the session key, sk = H2(ga·b), as well as M4 = Esk(ga)
and M5 = Ecs(gb). A then sends 〈M4, M5〉 to B for session key confirmation.

8. B decrypts M5 with cs to obtain gb. Then, he computes sk = H2(ga·b)
with gb and a, and uses this to verify M4. B further computes and sends
M6 = Esk(gb) to A for session key confirmation.

9. Finally, A verifies gb by decrypting M6 with sk. This completes the protocol.

The authors claimed that, besides sk, cs can also be directly used as a session
key in their improved C2C-PAKE protocol.

KDCA A B KDCB

x ∈R Z∗p
M1 = EpwA

(gx)

M1,IDA,IDB←−−−−−−−−−−−−
r ∈R Z∗p
T icketB = EK(gx·r , gr, IDA, IDB, L)

IDA,IDB,T icketB ,L−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

IDA,T icketB−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

y ∈R Z∗p
M2 = EpwB

(gy)

IDA,IDB,T icketB ,M2−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→

r′ ∈R Z∗p

gx·r·r′ , gr·r′

gx·r·r′ ,gr·r′
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

cs = H1(gx·y·r·r′)

a ∈R Z∗p
M3 = Ecs(ga)

gr·r′·y

M3,gr·r′ ·y
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−

cs = H1(gx·y·r·r′ )

b ∈R Z∗p
sk = H2(ga·b)

M4 = Esk(ga)

M5 = Ecs(gb)

M4,M5−−−−−−−−−−→ verify (ga)

M6←−−−−−−− M6 = Esk(gb)

verify (gb)

Fig. 1. The improved C2C-PAKE Protocols due to Kim et al. [4].
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3 Cryptanalysis of the Improved C2C-PAKE

Kim et al. [4] claimed that their improved C2C-PAKE protocol is secure against
all basic types of attacks considered in [2] including the replay attack. However,
we show that this is not true.

3.1 By Any Attacker

Our first attack exploits the fact that gx·r·r′ and gr·r′ are sent in the clear from
KDCB to B in Step(5). An attacker, B′ can perform an unknown key-share
attack as follows:

1. Firstly, B′ uses gr·r′ to compute gr·r′·y′ , and further uses gx·r·r′ to compute
the values of cs′ = gx·r·r′·y′ and M ′

3 = Ecs′(ga′), where y′, a′ ∈ Z∗
p are any

values of his choice.
2. B′ then replaces 〈M3, g

r·r′·y〉 with 〈M ′
3, g

r·r′·y′〉 that is sent by B to A in
Step(6). Upon receiving the message, A will compute cs′ = gx·r·r′·y′ and the
session key, sk′ = H2(ga′·b). Note that the value of cs′ computed by A would
then be identical as B′’s one. A sends M ′

4 = Esk′ (ga′) and M ′
5 = Ecs′(gb)

back to B as in Step(7).
3. B′ intercepts this and easily decrypts M ′

5 to obtain gb and further computes
sk′ = H2(ga′·b). Therefore, B′ can compute M ′

6 = Esk′ (gb) to be sent back
to A for session key confirmation in Step(8). This completes the protocol
with A thinking it has successfully authenticated B’s identity and that it is
sharing a secret session key with B, but in fact it is sharing the secret session
key, sk′ with the attacker, B′.

Note that our attack on Kim et al.’s protocol is more severe than both Kim et
al.’s Denning-Sacco-style and Chen’s attack on Byun et al.’s original C2C-PAKE
protocol, because our attack does not need knowledge of any secrets such as the
password.

3.2 By a Malicious Client

Our second attack exploits the fact that the identities, IDA and IDB of A and
B are sent in the clear, and that an initiating client, A authenticates another
client, B based only on the fact that B’s corresponding KDCB can view T icketB
generated by KDCA for KDCB. It works as follows:

1. An innocent client, B and a malicious client, I are in the same realm with cor-
responding key distribution center, KDCBI . I replaces the IDB that is sent
by A to KDCA with IDI in Step(1). This leads KDCA into thinking that
A wishes to establish a session key with I. KDCA then generates T icket′B
in Step(2) which should in fact be considered T icketI since it contains IDI

as the party that A wishes to establish a session key with. Obviously, A
would not know this, since A has no idea what is in T icket′B; it has been
encrypted with a key, K shared between KDCA and KDCBI . However, A
simply forwards this to B in Step(3).
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2. I intercepts this and performs Step(4); namely, I communicates with
KDCBI . Hence, KDCBI will forward back the values gx·r·r′ and gr·r′ to
I in Step(5). Note that in this case I is using KDCBI as a decrypting or-
acle, and KDCBI would comply since I is one of its clients and further it
believes A really wants to communicate with I.

3. I can therefore compute cs, and masquerade as B to complete the rest of
the protocol with A. In the end, I would successfully authenticate itself to
A as B, and also share a secret session key with A, but all the while with A
thinking it is sharing a key with B.

Note that this attack does not require B to be present at all. Further, the original
C2C-PAKE protocol resists this since the identities of both clients A and B are
encrypted with R known only by A and KDCA hence there’s no way for the
identities to be modified.

4 Conclusion

We have presented two attacks on the improved C2C-PAKE protocol proposed
by Kim et al. Our attacks on this improved version are more severe than previ-
ous attacks on the original C2C-PAKE protocol proposed by Byun et al. since
we do not require knowledge of any secrets nor passwords. Surprisingly, the
original version is not vulnerable to our attacks. This is mainly because in or-
der to counter the Denning-Sacco-style attack and Chen’s attack, Kim et al. [4]
simply eliminated all verifiable ciphertexts and plaintexts based on the clients’
passwords. As a result, there is no more mutual authentication between A and
KDCA (also B and KDCB), and so it is easier for an attacker to access to
messages between party i and its KDCi. In contrast, all these had been taken
into consideration in the design of original C2C-PAKE [2] .

As an intuition to counter our attacks, we reiterate that the original version’s
encryption of 〈IDA, IDB〉 in Step(2) and similarly of gx·r·r′ and gr·r′ in Step(5)
makes it resistant to our attacks, and the very fact that they were removed caused
the “improved” version to fall. Since our attacks on the “improved” version are
more severe than previous attacks on the original version, this suggests that the
“improved” version is less secure than the original.
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